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This month I’ll be mainly deputising for Ant as he swans around Australia.  No, start that again.  ...as he 
fully enjoys his retirement and tours around Australia with his family. 
 
Well, the weather seems to be with us this year (so far so good); the usually popular (despite Bank Holi-
day family pressures) Easter Sunday ride was well attended and as Alex notes later on in his column, 
the roads were excellent and team WHAM were doing their ever so skilful best to enjoy the day. 
 
I think few of you know my Sunday rides are usually cancelled on Saturday afternoon when beer beck-
ons.  Yet, on the rare occasions I’m out I’m always struck as to how bloody good we all are.  As an ex-
ample; what about Martin Ward on that Rocket?  Ever followed another one being ridden so well and 
progressively?  Thought not. 
 
I was at the IAM spring regional conference a week or two ago and went with questions about whether 
there was minor conflict regarding WHAM as a bike club and WHAM as a charitable road safety training 
outfit.  I came away full of enthusiasm after hearing first-hand, delivered ably by Robbie and Amanda 
(both ex-coppers and passionate motorists), that the IAM understand we also want to enjoy ourselves 
and have fun whilst being part of the core IAM delivery function.  It’s a shame we all couldn't be there 
as their programme of initiatives for 2019 really do seem to support the idea of fostering strong func-
tioning groups;  some support also comes with cash attached. 
 
Another thought that dawned on me was that us WHAMERS make a difference every time we sling a 
leg over our saddles and ride out.  What the public see is good practice.  It’s markedly different follow-
ing, or being passed by, a considerate advanced rider and the research says this does encourage more 
people than we think to also do the right things. 
 
So. take a pat on the back and enjoy the programme of events unfolding on the WHAM website for 
2019.  Ant will be back next month to regale us all with daring-do whilst down under. 
 
Rgds 
Richard H   
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 This business all started for me when my wife said she fancied riding out with me more but didn't feel 

safe on the back of my GSX1400 without a backrest, and what about getting a Harley or something like 

that so we can go touring. The Hardley Able Son was out of the question, and so I bought a used Honda 

VTX1800, complete with Sissy bar, backrest, and luggage rack. It was an instant success with her, and we 

went everywhere on it. I struggled with riding it at speed though, and had some serious issues with it's 

handling.  

I discovered that all cruiser bikes 

have a seat that's turned up at the 

back, and you have to wear boots 

with a pronounced heel so that you 

can jam your boots into the feet-

forward footpegs, and wedge your 

backside into the seat upstand to 

anchor yourself on the bike for any 

type of "spirited" or over 50mph 

riding. Not being able to grip the 

tank with your knees made things 

difficult if you didn't do this, and at 

anything over 50-60mph the feet 

forward riding position made your 

toes stick up and the wind blast tried to blow your feet off the footpegs ! To achieve any serious speed 

you had to tip your toes forward to try and make them more streamlined. All very tiring, and more than a 

bit naff. With no flyscreen the wind blast at anything over 50mph was "unpleasant". No wonder Harley 

riders plod along the motorway at 55mph ! 

I did a few improvements, namely fitting a Cobra exhaust to replace the silver dustbin of an standard si-

lencer - which I specially imported from California. It was beautifully made, looked and sounded great, but 

still couldn't make up for the appalling handling. It was long and low, and just didn't want to lean. It was 

like a Kelly doll (remember those?) - kept wanting to pop upright !  It had to go. I came across my first 

Rocket in June '07, a '54 plate - 2½ years old with 8,000 miles, and I immediately changed the Honda for 

it; It was a bit of a culture shock, the early Rockets were still feet-forward, but not as pronounced as the 

Honda - but it went round corners, had brakes, and with the "Torque of the Devil" - went like the prover-

bial rat up a drainpipe. I joined the Rocket 3 Owners Club, with the express intent of getting technical help 

- and immediately discovered that there are only two tyre manufacturers (Metzeler and Avon), and that 

whatever brand you go for the first thing you have to do to improve the handling was to increase the 

front tyre pressure from 34psi to 40psi !  I was very sceptical, but tried it - and what a revelation ! - it was 

so much sharper. 
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 I continued to add accessories, I had immediately fitted a sissy bar & backrest with luggage rack, and fly-

screen - which was small but a massive improvement at speed. I fitted lift-off pannier bags, and we start-

ed touring in Europe. The next modification was to strip out the entire air induction system, and fit triple 

K&N filters. The air box where the filter went then became very valuable storage, accessible under the 

seat. This was a big improvement in the 

amount of air going in the engine - but the 

induction roar was deafening. I got better 

earplugs. 

It was on this bike I joined WHAM (I was al-

ready an IAM member with the car group), 

and did my advanced test. I also did a track 

skills day at Silverstone, which was very dis-

appointing because I thought we were going 

to have a go on the big circuit - but it was the 

little faffy Stowe circuit, like a go-cart track. I 

didn't get out of 2nd get for most of the day - 

and gave up at lunchtime & went home ! 

Overall, I still wasn't happy with the handling of the earlier "classic" Rocket, and rather than spend a lot of 

money on suspension upgrades I decided to upgrade it to the newer Rocket Roadster model, and I 

thought I'd go for a new one. Wrong. They only made them in small batches - and at this time there were 

none available. I eventually found one with 900 miles on it that had been seized by the court in a nasty 

divorce. 3 years old, like brand new, and 30% cheaper than a new one  - Result! 

The Rocket Roadster is a whole different animal. Footpegs lowered, and further back - you can actually 

stand up in the footpegs now, the handling is MUCH better. In June '19 I'll have had this one for 6 years, 

and be celebrating 12 years of Rocket ownership. I've done a LOT to this one, too much to mention here, 

but I've got it working how I think a Rocket should be. In my time with this one we've toured Spain 

(twice), Portugal, last year Germany, and are going to Portugal again this year. It's currently done 45,000 

miles - and as most of you are familiar with it, I won't say anymore - other than to say it IS a "bit nippy" 

There are challenges with riding a Rocket however, and after 12 years I'm getting better at it, but still 

learning all the time as you'd expect. I've found that the best way to handle it is definitely try to lean as 

little as I can get away with. Transferring weight to the inside footpeg and/or moving my upper body 

slightly at the same side seems to produce a little weight transfer that allows me not to lean so much. The 

Rocket is 350kg dry, and with 6Ltrs of oil, a full tank, and me in all my gear is getting on for half a tonne. It 

generally doesn't want to change direction easily, and takes some stopping, but you soon get used to it, 

and the more upright I keep it, the more control I seem to have of it. Handling the Rocket involves manag-

ing two things at the same time, where to place the front tyre, and the engine revs/torque - which deter-

mines how much grip there is with the rear tyre. 
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 When turning in to a corner, all I'm looking for is the best place to get some grip. I always aim for the cor-

rect line, but sometimes have to compromise more that I'd like when the road is dirty. With half a tonne 

pushing, that front tyre has got a lot of work to do to get it turned. I've upgraded the front suspension to 

Hagon progressive springs, and the hydraulics re-valved, and use heavier oil. This makes it dive less, and 

with 40psi in the front, the tyre holds a better shape when put under the cornering stress. If I've got the 

right line, it all goes swimmingly. If the road surface changes or gets dirty, it starts to drift slightly, and 

have to stand it up a bit and have another go. Sometimes it must look from behind like my line through a 

corner looks more like a threepenny bit !  Scarred road surfaces really have a big effect on the front end, 

the "chatter" whilst leant over really unsettles the front tyre, and again it starts to wash out if I'm not 

careful. The biggest detrimental effect on the front end though is the engine. Turning into a corner as it 

leans, you have to apply some power of course to maintain speed. With the Rocket this is very limited, so 

I tend to go into a corner - apply some power, but not too much, and actually slow slightly around the cor-

ner until I see the exit point. Any more power makes the weight transfer so noticeable it takes the weight 

off the front tyre, I lose grip and it then runs wide with apparent understeer. If I get it right, getting on the 

power early - the moment I see the road opening up, makes the bike stand up and shoot forward. This is 

something the Rocket is good at, exiting a corner. Mentioning no names, I once had someone ask me, 

"Why is it when by bike handles so much better that yours, I follow you into a corner at 20m distant, and 

when we leave the corner, it's 30m !" 

Managing the torque deliv-

ery sounds silly, but it really 

is an important issue on a 

Rocket, especially now I've 

had it custom-tuned on the 

rolling road by TTS Perfor-

mance at Silverstone. I'd al-

ready fitted the full Dave 

Platt de-cat exhaust, and 

Ram-Air induction, and 

they've just made it run per-

fectly. I'd experimented with 

other maps/tunes, one was 

very extreme - big horse-

power, but it was almost un-

rideable.  
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 The fuel to air ratio is now perfect and it's very smooth. It makes big torque from 2000rpm to 5000rpm 

and redlines at 6000rpm. Because of the weight, very low-speed manoeuvring is tricky - having to dip the 

clutch and cruise round on the tick over for the most part. At tick over it still makes more torque than a 

Fireblade at full blast !  Just ease the clutch out and it doesn't stall, it just takes off ! This does mean you 

have to be very careful around corners, a pot-hole can jar your throttle hand mid-corner, and I don't want 

to think about that. I tend to keep my index finger on the brake lever (like Mr Rossi) as a reference point, 

and find it helps me be a lot smoother. 

Making good progress rarely involves more that 25% throttle opening, 30-50% can be "interesting", and 

generally only used for overtakes. I generally only need 50m or so, and have to be very careful to do it 

quickly but not end up with too much speed at the end. It's very easy to do 45-70mph in a second or two, 

when you only wanted to get to 60mph. On a wet (or even damp if it's cold) road, anything more that 

30% (or so) of throttle  results on the rear wheel spinning up. This can be a bit disconcerting, especially if 

you're not quite upright at the time. I had it happen one in Hereford during the potato harvest when the 

roads were dirty. I overtook a tractor, cars were approaching some 200m away, I carefully moved out, 

gently applied some power, and the rear wheel spun up and stepped out badly on the dirty road surface. I 

shut the power off, it straightened up and did it again successfully. I have to admit the incident was 9.1 on 

the sphincter scale for me, but discussing it afterwards - it was 9.2 for Adrian Wheeler who was behind 

me ! 

I've already mentioned putting some power on when turning in, that has to be done carefully - but anoth-

er issue is engine braking. Most of the time I'm riding a wave of torque at 2-3000rpm, and when you shut 

off at those revs there isn't a lot of engine braking going on, and so I tend to use the brakes a bit more, 

especially trailing a bit of rear brake into the start of the corner which really seems to settle the balance of 

the bike during the turn-in. Sometimes when I don't want to brake too hard, I'll blip the throttle and 

change down on the way in, to get some engine braking. The problem with that is that with the higher 

revs, comes more horsepower - and you really don't want that when you're trying to gingerly feed some 

power in to reduce the slowing effect of leaning. The engine braking is good, but the extra horsepower 

makes it harder to corner. A friend of mine in the owners club does a bit of Drag Racing, and although I've 

never done it myself - we've had many conversations about the technique and how best to utilise a Rock-

et on the strip. On the road it's torque you need. On the strip, it's all down to sheer horsepower. I've ex-

perimented occasionally with the second 50% of the throttle, and the upper half of the revcounter. It's 

not for the feint-hearted, and definitely only on warm dry days when the bike is in an upright condition. 

Perhaps I've made the Rocket sound like a nightmare to ride, but it really isn't. The weight is only an issue 

at very low speed or when parking, and you soon get used to it. The "quirky" handling issues are all actu-

ally quite progressive and I've learned how to deal with those over the years. The most impressive thing I 

get from riding a Rocket is the grin. I was out on it last Sunday from 8:30 till 1:30, and the grin was with 

me till 9:00pm, even after 12 years with a Rocket and bottle of wine ! There's just NOTHING like it ! 
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 As part of 2019’s programme of events our local Safer Roads Partnership have moved up a gear or two in 
terms of the presence they can make at events around their patch.  As you will see below  they’ve pre-
pared quite a machine (Kawasaki ZZR1400 no less) to act as a conversation starter at bike events around 
the counties they cover.  Word has it the bike will be piloted, and yes I do believe that is the right word, 
by an experienced Police officer and I’m sure it will draw in riders wherever it goes. 

 
Here’s a word of advice; if you do find your ride tagged onto by a very brightly coloured yellow missile, it 
will probably be this one... 
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 Firstly, another big thank you to Tony for last week’s WHAM Easter route, as always, he chooses some of 

the very best roads to ride, and last week’s route did not disappoint.  10/10 for Tony. 

Just a few observations from leg three of the Easter route which left Crossgates and went up the A483 to 

Llanbister, at which point we turned off on the B4356 to Crug and Monaughty.  Now if you’ve never done 

this road, do give it a go some time, in either direction it’s a fantastic road. 

So, we leave Crossgates and I’m leading the group on my trusty GS1200, which in WHAM seems to be the 

preferred weapon of choice.   

Anyway, we no sooner get going than some chap wearing jeans and sneakers on a sports bike comes fly-

ing past me, I’m not sure but I think it may have also been on double white lines.   

O.K. this pees me off a little bit, but as a group CO I temper my enthusiasm and let him go, except that 

when we arrive at the tight and twisty bits, I notice that I’m starting to run into the back of him.   

At this point I’m shouting at him in my helmet to get over to the left-hand side of the road to open up the 

right-hand bend.   Of course, this does not happen, he goes in to close to the white line, and too fast, 

which means he now has to slow down if he’s going to make the corner.  Now guess what, this also hap-

pens on left hand bends as well.  I and the other guys in my group are all out, or near the white line, to 

improve the view around the left-hand bend, while Mr Sports Bike is hugging the inside of the kerb.  So 

just as before he has to jump on the brakes, just at a key moment in order not to crash out. 

To be honest, what was unusual about all this unfolding in front of me, was that because I spend most of 

my time riding with advanced riders, I very rarely get the chance to see poor or bad riding.   

I think what all this says about the advance riding that we all do, is that it does teach you about the cor-

rect way to take a corner.  Now obviously on a race track, the racing line is the way to go, and this tends 

to be the complete opposite of what we teach.  

However, in the real world we don’t ride on a billiard smooth race tracks, with nothing coming the other 

way, even if Mr Sports Bike thinks we do. 

Now perhaps as CO I should not say this, but as it got more tight and twisty, I really, really, wanted to 

overtake him, but with the turn off for Llanbister fast approaching I had to give it best. 

So, in conclusion the IAM or advanced line is the best way to go, it allows you to ride safely but also at a 

good speed, where as if you ride like Mr Sports Bike rider, it can, and will, compromise your cornering and 

your overall riding ability. 

As one of my associates said to me after he had passed his test, I feel like I am riding slower, but I know 

I’m getting there faster. 

Alex W Hoyle 

CO Hereford 
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 Thousands of bikers flooded the streets of central London to protest against the prosecution of a sol-
dier who served in Northern Ireland during the Troubles. 

Organisers claim as many as 11,000 bikers met on Park Lane on Friday, before riding through London to 

Parliament Square and on to Trafalgar Square. 

The protesters, many of whom are armed forces veterans themselves, oppose the prosecution of an un-

named soldier, known only as Soldier F.  

Soldier F is to be charged with murdering two people after troops opened fire on civil rights demonstra-

tors in Londonderry in January 1972, on what became known as Bloody Sunday.  

Some relatives of the 13 killed have campaigned for their prosecution, while others argue that Soldier F 

should not face trial. 

The protest, which also saw around 80 bikers ride to the Stormont parliament building in Belfast, was con-

ceived in March when Harry Wragg, 56, posted a video on Facebook, calling for Soldier F not to be prose-

cuted. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.standard.co.uk/topic/central-london
https://www.standard.co.uk/topic/northern-ireland
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Unfortunately without pictures (Observers, please send the ed pics of your associate on his last ride with 

you for us to subsequently celebrate here when they’ve passed… ) at the beginning of April Paul Davies 

passed his advanced test with Chris Brown as his Observer.  Well done both! 

 

Normandy  - October 2019: 

We’ve 21 people going so far (that’s riders and pillions) .  I’ve still a few spaces left and so if you’re inter-

ested please see me or indeed look at the event page on the WHAM website. 

For those that have paid their deposits I thank you for your room requests and can confirm I am working 

with the venue to confirm these back to you just as soon as possible. 
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I should warn readers this article has no flash photography but does have language some may find offen-
sive. 

 

I somewhat shamefully recall attending an event featuring a multitude of individuals obsessed beyond 
any measure of reason with two wheeled powered bicycles at Cheltenham Racecourse a few years ago, a 
decade plus in truth, called BikeSafe. Allegedly, and I’m assured truthfully, UK-wide events co-developed 
and delivered by one ex Police Officer Martyn Hillier QPM*, well known to my readers as one of WHAM’s 
local IAM examiners. The organisers had enlisted some more amazingly enthusiastic members of our Po-
lice Service. Nowadays regrettably a rare sight on the streets of our beleaguered, trying-to-Brexit country, 
these very well-natured and upstanding upholders-of-the-law were eager to provide on-road tuition to 
closet wannabe-racers like myself. 

 

Given the missive to “do your own ride “and, though for the life of me I fail to remember precisely how 
such was verbally delivered, the inference I took was that the national speed limit didn’t really apply on 
this occasion. Up Cleeve Hill on a surface that resembled how worn out Roman roads must have been 
when their local council was likewise denied central funding from Londinium, we crested the mount and 
swept downhill towards Winchcombe. Now my reader will know of the sweeping left-hander with ques-
tionable camber and with a turning to Postlip Hall on the apex. Seeking to impress said guardian of the 
law, himself following a prudent and respectable distance behind me, I made a point of twisting my hel-
meted bonce noticeably to the left, ostensibly looking downhill and across the sloping greensward of 
fields to discern what distant traffic might be climbing towards said hazard, but actually to impress with 
the scope of my otherwise myopic observational ability. Come the debrief, and confidently expecting rap-
turous commendation, perhaps even approaching the dizzy heights of RoSPA Gold nomination, I waited in 
confident anticipation. But so swiftly banished to be replaced by a humble, downcast sort of shuffle. 

“So, that look to the left was for my benefit I take it.”  

Or to put it in the vernacular “don’t mess with me, you tit!”  

Obviously, at that particular moment, my right boot strap needed serious adjustment. 
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The point of this particular script is that there can be quite a bit of the ‘art-of-the-con’ in being observed. 

 

This art may be entirely unconscious 
for those in questionable trades like 
banking, estate agency and fast food 
outlets promising organic curry sauce. 
But for the majority of twits like your 
scribe, absolute dedication, focussed 
research, insightful forethought, plan-
ning and downright luck are effort 
worthy in mastering this art form. The 
latter good fortune playing to my ad-
vantage on my IAM test. Mounted 
stylishly in leathers enviably colour 
matching the wafer-thin Italian paint 
job of my near suspension-less ma-
chine, I accelerated vividly up the hill 
that ultimately connects Seven 
Springs with the A40 near Ando-
versford. Spying the hugely disrupted road surface suffering from repeated intrusions into its sub-
structure, and myself not yet blessed with the, debatable, gift of offspring, I sought to protect my skele-
ton and its precious equipment from terminal damage by moving close to the nearside. Come the debrief, 
commendation was swift and sure: “Nice positioning Alan, loved the way you moved to the nearside with 
those cyclists coming down the hill, excellent observation!” Polite silence seemed appropriate. 

 

So, what other expressions of this ancient art of deception might we contemplate. Beautifully timed 
twitching of the left foot perhaps, thus satisfying your observer’s craving for gearchange evidence despite 
your mount’s ‘do-anything-in-5th-gear’ capability. And on that same point, why not instigate confusion by 
staying high but not running wide. Smirk worthy! Then again, judicious and blatant, yet oh-so-delicate 
application of t’rear brake on wet roads, even though your brakes are linked, is a very sophisticated con, 
thus demo-ing grip control on a planet beyond masterful. Guaranteed to gain accolade. What about 
those Jurassic observers’ need to witness strategic shoulder checks. Employing an unmistakeable and un-
necessary surfeit of these is readily explained away thanks to that involuntary twitch everlastingly be-
stowed on you from the womb of your reluctant mother. Definitely too politically risky to challenge - ex-
cellent! Worst of all, dare I suggest it, yet deeply satisfying, is the utterly outrageous and heinous crime of 
striding purposefully to your propped steed, swinging leg astride cowboy fashion, seating butt firmly 
whilst simultaneously swiping prop stand away and urging starter motor engagement. Sure to frustrate 
the hell out of observer. Pure heaven! 

Warning do not try these antics at WHAM!   

 

*Queen’s Police Medal awarded for outstanding service to motorcycling safety. 


